Courses:

1) Although I have taught courses on Medieval Islamic history. But mostly I teach in the undergraduate level courses on.

The history of al-Andalus (Medieval history of Islamic Spain). 342 tarkh 3: h.unit.

The course covers the periods in which the Iberian peninsula was ruled by Muslims, under the known era (al-Andaluse).

The course follows the chronological periods. The conquest. The governors periods. The Umayyads Imarat, the time of Caliphate. The rule of al-mansurs dynasty. The period of political disintegration (the party kings). Al-moraivids and al-mowahids era. The Kingdom of Granada. The fall of the Islamic rule. Although the course is designed to cover the political history basically, social, economic, cultural aspects are also dealt with.

The course require reading list in Arabic:

- Hussain Mones. History of al-Andalus.
- Abdul-Rahman Alhigi, tarikh al- andalus.
- M.Anan. chosen chapter.

2) Tarikb ad-Duwailale fi al-maghrib (history of the state of al-maghrib) : (346 tarkh, 3 units).

The aim of the course is indeed panoramic. It covers the period of the spread of Islam in the wide area, the period of al-fath, the governors era. The beginning state building. The kharijate state, the Idrisi, al-aghaliba, the fatimite. Al-mourabit. Al-mowahid.

Reading list in Arabic:
- Abdulla al-arawi, mujmal tarikb al-maghrib.
- A. Salem, tarikh al-magrib.
- Ibn Adhari, al-Byyan al-mugrib.

3) With the advancement of post-BA programme in the history department towards MA and Ph.D, I began to offer courses and seminars in chosen subjects following mine interests, the liberty in formulating these subjects proved most fruitful and rewarding.

1- Tarkh 551. Special Subject from Aspects of Islamic Civilization (MA level).

The wide range of the course topics, permits the choice of certain topics and deal with them in depth. In the past I dealt with subjects like. The Arab's stlements in Egypt and al-Maghrib, al-Andalus' trade relations with the Islamic East, sub-Africa and Europe.
Currently, (this semester) the course deals with the history of al-Andalus' scholarly achievements. The main reference is p. Gonzalez Plancia's work. The history of Andalusian's thought with its translation by Houssain mones, with lists relating books and articles.

The students are evaluated by their participation in the discussions and writing papers. The standard is a publishable one.

2- Tarkh 586. Special topic from the history of the Islamic west. Seminar MA and Ph.D level.

With editing and publishing of ibn-Hayyan's outstanding volumes of al-Mutabas fi tarih al-Andalus. The seminar concentrates its interest in introducing these works to the students benefiting from what has written about ibn-Hayyan, who often agreed of him as being the dean of Andalusion historian.

The acceptance of the graduates student to what has offered in the seminar is proven by choosing of several of them to write their MA as will Ph.D,s in the subjects of al-Andalus and on ibn-Hayyan in particular.